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(abstract)

Government of Indonesia Republic hereby established Article 34 in Constitution Number 23 Years 1999 about Bank Indonesia Constitution Rules Number 3 Years 2004 to make change for Constitution Number 23 Years 1999 to construct independent supervision institution for money service and based on Constitution Number 21 Years 2011 about Authority of Money Service, government has been implement the mandate from Constitution of Bank Indonesia for construct supervision institution for money service sector named Otoritas Jasa Keuangan (OJK). One of the task and authority rules and supervision Bank Indonesia on rules and supervision of banks, so that there any shift of task and authority from Bank Indonesia to OJK on the rules dan supervision of the bank in Indonesia.

With the shift of the task and authority rules and supervision in banking sector from Bank Indonesia to OJK, no legal consequences on provisions Article 2 Point (3) Constitution of KPKPU, so making the authority to submit bankruptcy petition stay on Bank Indonesia.
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